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ABSTRACT
Network verification allows network operators to find existing or
potential errors in network by verifying network properties. However, current network verification tools can only verify network
with specific topology. In this paper, we propose a use case that
needs to verify the network whose topology changes periodically,
e.g. the space-terrestrial integrated network, and a methodology
to verify this kind of network with existing network verification
tools.
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INTRODUCTION

As network structure and topology for users such as ISP or enterprise are growing more and more complex, network operators
need much more time and effort to guarantee stability and reliability of network. Network verification can help operators to
verify if network properties satisfy their expectation. Many network verification tools such as NOD[4], SymNet[5], Batfish[2] and
Minesweeper[1] can take the forwarding information base or configurations as input and give the result of whether the network
property we query such as reachability, loop-free or way-point is
always satisfied.
However, existing verification tools verify network properties
on one specific topology. When the topology gets changed, the
verification result of network properties may get different.
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The space-terrestrial integrated network[3] has received widespread attention in recent years. Because the space network has
great advantages in coverage and access, integrating the space
network and the terrestrial network can bring convenience and
flexibility to network users. Significantly, people design the space
network as a multi-level satellite network. Satellites in the space network rotate around the earth in different cycles, and each satellite
has its own periodic time.
If we hope to verify the space-terrestrial integrated network,
obviously we cannot use existing network verification tools directly,
because these tools don’t support the input of a topology that
changes periodically.
In this paper, we further abstract the use case into a general
problem. Then we propose a methodology to convert a periodically
changed topology into several static topologies. Finally we give
an evaluation that verifies a periodically changed topology with
Batfish.

2 DESIGN
2.1 Problem abstraction
Firstly, the topology of the satellite network can be regarded as a
graph. Satellites are nodes, and the wireless links between them
are edges.
We define the least common cycle M. When a common cycle
ends, all satellites just return to their original position, and M is
the least one.
Then we define the following variables:
T = [a, b] (0 ≤ a, b ≤ M) as a time interval in the least common
cycle M.
C = {T1,T2, ..,Tu } as a set of time intervals.
Pi = ei → Ci as a constraint of edge ei . If and only if the
current time is contained by at least one time interval in Ci , ei gets
connected.
Q = {P1, P2, .., Pn } as the set of all constraints of n edges in the
topology.
Finally, the input of the topology is G < V , E, Q >, while V is the
set of all nodes, E is the set of all edges, and Q is defined as above.
We should verify if network properties are always satisfied in the
network with this topology.

2.2

Methodology

We notice that existing network verification tools just lack the
ability to handle changing topologies. Therefore, we can convert
the periodically changed topology into several static topologies, so
that existing tools are able to verify these static topologies. Then we
can analyse results of all static topologies and get the final answer.
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Figure 3: The topology for evaluation
Figure 1: An example to generate all time intervals. It’s a
periodically changed topology with the least common cycle
is 6.

Table 1: Verification results

Generally, we can take out all Ti = [ai , bi ] in Q, then put ai , bi
into a set S. Then we put 0 and M into S. So we have
S = {0, a 1, b1, a 2, b2, .., am , bm , M }
Next, after sorted and deduplicated:
S ′ = {t 1, t 2, .., tr } , 0 ≤ ti < ti+1 ≤ M , ti ∈ S (i = 1, 2, .., r )

Time interval

Available edges

[0, 1]
[1, 4]
[4, 8]
[8, 17]
[17, 21]
[21, 24]
total

e 1, e 3
e3
e 2, e 3
e 1, e 2, e 3
e 1, e 2
e1

Reachability r 1 → r 2
Verified
No route
Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified
[1, 4] No route

Then we get all time intervals:
[t 1, t 2 ], [t 2, t 3 ], .., [tr −1, tr ]
Figure 1 shows the example of how to get time intervals. The
time intervals are [1, 3], [2, 5], [3, 6], so S = {0, 1, 3, 2, 5, 3, 6}, S ′ =
{0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6}. Finally we get time intervals [0, 1],[1, 2],[2, 3],[3, 5],[5, 6].

routes. Then Batfish is used as our verification tool. In table 1, we
give our verification results. We convert given topology into 6 static
topologies in different time intervals. For each topology we use
Batfish to verify the reachability of r 1 → r 2 . Finally, we analyse
these result together and find out the unreachable time interval
[1, 4] for r 1 → r 2 .
We find this methodology can help us split the time interval easily
and generate the static topology that can be directly inputted into
Batfish. And these topologies only contain all possible topologies.
So we can verify network properties of the changing topology by
verifying properties on all static topologies.
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Figure 2: An example to generate static topology in time interval [3, 5].
With each time interval [ti , ti+1 ], we can generate a static topology G i < V , Ei >. In the topology G < V , E, Q >, we can traverse
every edge ek and get the constraint Pk = ek → Ck corresponding
to the edge ek . We put ek into Ei if and only if [ti , ti+1 ] is contained
by at least one time interval in Ck . Then we get a static topology
G i < V , Ei >. Finally, we verify each static topology and confirm if
network properties are satisfied in all topologies G 1, G 2, .., G r −1 .
Figure 2 shows the example of how we generate static topologies. As for time interval [3, 5], obviously [3, 5] < [1, 3], [3, 5] ∈
[2, 5], [3, 5] ∈ [3, 6], so e 2, e 3 . are up while e 1 is down, and the static
topology in [3, 5] only contains edges e 2, e 3 .
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EVALUATION

We build a network with periodically changed topology as shown
in figure 3. The three routers are connected via BGP and static

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we point out that existing network verification tools
cannot directly verify network with periodically changed topology
such as the space-terrestrial integrated network. Then we abstract
the problem, and propose a methodology that converts changed
topology into several static topologies.
Our future work will focus on more efficient algorithm to verify
networks with the periodically changed topology.
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